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About This Game

Over 9000 Zombies! is top-down arcade action blown out of all reasonable proportions. An endless horde of zombies is coming
your way, how long can you surv 5d3b920ae0
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It's not bad if you're playing to reach Day 10, after that it just becomes an (easy) grind-fest. I made it to day 27 (12th place on
the leaderboards for kicks) before I gave up. Once you get a powerful enough weapon, you can just stand there and hold the
mouse button while using your other hand to feed your mouth with chips. I can see this game getting a lot better, but: Nays (as
of now): - I found very little use for most of the weapons, there's a lot, but you'll probably never use them. - Items that give you
temporary stat bonuses don't last long enough/aren't very interesting, I couldn't justify picking them up. - Block placement is
fun, but I never seemed to be able to collect enough resources to build more than 8 blocks at a time. - Music starts to get
annoying, it's not a bad track, I just wish there was more than NUNUNUNUneeeNUNUeeeeeNUNU. - You can't be bothered to
look at the UI early on, it's very small and should be more noticeable. - The cursor/crosshair is also difficult to spot, I never
know where it is after blinking. Yays: - The A.I works very well, I can see there is some AGGRO involved. - Bullets don't
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simply go straight, there's some realism. - Hit testing is spot on for walls/structures. - Various mobs, the game is not limited to
zombies. - I don't regret paying $4 for this. Basically, this is Bird's Eye Serious Sam, but the weapons will eventually need some
major balancing. Wants: - Map Maker, especially for a tile-based game like this. - More items: fences, mines, det-bombs, bla
bla. - Bosses, bosses that don't like it when I spend that past 3 hours camping in my 7x7 structure. - Leveling and more stats.. I
have played a lot of Zombie games, most likely just like you. This one caught my eye so I said what the heck, for the price it has
been a lot of fun. You kill zombies to collect scrap to make turrets and barriers. There are a few different kinds of turret to
spice things up a bit and the zombies occaisonally drop a new weapon for you to pick up, as well as more grenades and health.
Can get very frenetic with heaps of zombies on the screen. I can recommend this one for some casual zombie blasting fun.. The
$9.99 price is the ultimate decision for me marking this as not recommended. I bought this game as a bundle (2 copies) on sale
for $1.49, and for $1.49 I did enjoy this game for about 2 hours. My biggest complaint is that my brother and I, on our first try ,
fully upgraded every single gun and survived the waves until we became overpowered and the game no longer had any
challenge. THE FIRST TRY- before we even knew how to play the game. And it was not difficult to do. There was no real
effective strategy with the walls and the turrets, walking backwards away from the zombies while firing into them was sufficient
enough to surive wave after wave. After completing everything (upgrading guns by killing with them) the game kinda just
trailed off into monotonous wave after wave of similar powered zombies that posed little threat. And the game type or play does
not change, so if I were to play again I would literally just be redoing everything I did the first game. There was also a lot of
bugging with laying down the walls, my brother and I could not see a lot of each other's walls we were placing, causing us to wall
each other in to areas accidentally. I will give the game some merit as it was a fun playthrough. The upgrading system is a plus,
and there is a leveing up system that increases your damage, HP, health pickup, ect. They did well with this. There is a large
amount of guns, maybe like 20ish. Some of them do operate very similarly though. There is a map editor option but all that
really does it change the cosmetics (which are limited), not the strategy. Overall, the game had some good features, played
smoothly, was co-op, guns/turret selection was plentiful, and you get to murder lots and lots of zombies. However, my brother
and I completely unlocked everything and did everything the game had to offer on our first try. The replay value is literally just
replaying the same thing. For the bundle price of $1.49 I can TOTALLY recommend it. $9.99 is where my negative review
comes in.. It was fun to play for a while, but it became a bit too easy for my taste. Was playing two-player coop and we were in
a round for at least 30 minutes, and eventually had to lose on purpose. Still a good game for the price (had it for about $1 on
sale). Needs to be more challenging though.. 90/100 -10 These type of games are usually a bit too repetitive and too slow paced
for my liking, but for some reason i really enjoy playing it.
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